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Tate KA7O Shawn N7RRB
Charles N7RQW Frank WY0WBR
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Dwight AE7YA Ken K7PLA
Michael AE7EC  Gary AE7LS
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Mel KJ7KK Scott AE7UZ
Lee WY7OWL Lou KF7BLV
Steve N7BGV

Old Business
1- Minutes from 1/4/17 business meeting were read.

A. Tate said the minute posted on the web site were changed to reflect the instead of $150 for
fuel Kevin would be paid actual cost of fuel.

2- Kevin Said his attorney would handle our filleting for a 401-C4 classification and would not 
charge for it.

3- Shawn said the new date for the final payment dinner is this Friday (2/13/2017) at 6:30PM at 
Fire-Rock.  This is for anyone that has been a member in the last 5 years. If anyone knows 
anyone that hasn't been invited please extend an invitation to them. The Menu was projected
so everyone knows what is available.  

4 - Ken Brown left town this last weekend so probably wont be attending any more of our 
meetings.  Nobody knows any more about this but he had loaded his vehicle and left for Texas.  

5- The IFR monitor was brought up again but nothing has happened yet to make a decision as to 
what to get yet.

6- Kevin, Mel and Frank told us about the winter field day.  They wished they would have had 
more people as they were the only ones.

New Business

1- Shawn said that since he made a Wyoming room on the Wires-X it has had 2or 3 contacts per 
day.

2- The Lunar Eclipse for August 11,2017 backup for Emergency System failure because of 
overload is still in the planing stage.  It was discussed again but nothing finalized yet. 

3- Changing the name of the WyoCom Net was discussed but nothing was decided. Tate suggested
that it should be brought up on the Net to see if they have any suggestions.

4- The Wyoming Ham Com in Cody is proceeding very slowly.  It will be over Memorial Day 
Weekend.

4- Election of officer was discussed but it was stated that election are to be in December.
5-  Motion was made and seconded to adjourn.  Motion carried.


